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School background

- CMI 

- Classroom of diverse learners
- Low English proficiency 
- Limited family support 
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No. Month Date Modes & frequency Target Remarks
1 August 28 Workshop 1

Briefing and Buy-in meeting
Al l Eng. Teachers 

2 September 15 Core group meeting
Questioning techniques

Core group

3

4

October 20 Workshop 2
Needs analysis

S3 Eng Ts
All Eng. 

Teachers

5 November 10

24

Co-plan meeting 1

Review 1st Standard Test

Eng. Teachers 
Concerned

Send draft to Adela 
before 21/12

6

7
January

19

26

Co-plan meeting 2

Co-plan meeting 3

Eng. Teachers 
concerned

EDB visit
Exam Review

Lesson planning Unit 4 
Reading + Writing

8 February 28
4:00-5:30 Co-plan meeting 4

Eng. Teachers 
concerned

Reported speech + 
Sentence patterns(list)

9

10

April 18,19

23
4:00-5:00

Lesson Observation

Observation feedback

Eng. Teachers 
concerned

Writing

Feedback after LO
11 May 25 Co-plan meeting 2 (ii) Eng. Teachers 

concerned
Reading tools

12 June 15 School-wide Sharing Public

14

15
22

Co-plan meeting 3
(ii)

Evaluation meeting

Eng. Teachers 
concerned

Plan for Cycle 3

Cycle 1

Cycle 2

Needs analysis:
TSA + Internal Assessment

Objective diagnosis

Alignment of learning-teaching-
assessment
Curriculum design and assessment 
–informed  instructions



No. Month Date Modes & frequency Target Remarks

1 Aug.
21 (Tue)

(2:15-3:30)

Workshop 1

Assessment for Learning: 

Pre-Learning tasks & 

activities

Al l Eng. 

Teachers(+NET)

+ Principal (20’)

Pre-Learning tasks & 

activities

2

3

Sept.
21 (Fri)

28 (Fri)

Co-plan meting ( 1)

Co-plan meeting (2)

Core group

S3 Teachers

Analysis of S2 final 

exam + Needs 

analysis + further 

planning

4 Oct. 19 (Fri) 
Co-plan meeting (3)

S3 Eng Ts Recount writing

5

6

Nov.

12-13

16 (Fri)

30 (Fri)

Lesson Observation

Feedback session

meeting (4)

Co-plan Meeting (5) 

Planning for sharing

7 Dec. 14 (Fri) Evaluation meeting Planning for sharing

8 Jan.
26 (Sat)

Territory-wide Sharing

Cycle 3

Extending  the collaboration 
effectiveness
Revisit and refine the 
collaboration &  insights gained



Limited content / some relevance to the   
topic
Ideas lack details

Limited range of vocabulary and language 
patterns
Many errors in grammar, spelling,   
punctuation and capitalization which 
affect meaning

Paragraphs lack organization/details
Scattered ideas with few connectives
Incomprehensible

Some basic features used

More able

I and friend in the classroom, learn 
the English , and the students visited 
the  your school Day at the airport.

The students go to the visited .the 
tints and look the trips, go to the 
lunch,

The students go to airport saying 
goodbye, students is happy because
he go to the airport saying goodbye 
is good the day, and visit the airport.
The students watch the “airport is 
interesting because he not see the 
airport.
(76 words)

C  1
L  1
O  0
F  1                    3/12

Cycle 1



Findings in Students’ writings  

• Limited  vocabulary pool 

• Limited sentence structures

• Limited sentence fluency 

• Difficulties in developing ideas in an 
organized way & structuring a piece of 
writing

Limited vocabulary + disorganized writing 
=> LOW MARKS 



Changes in instructional strategies

Strategies

1. More focus on the writing structure

2. Skills required for different genres

3. Knowledge transfer 

4. Alignment of learning-teaching-assessment



The Curriculum Design

Content: 

- Theme-based vocabulary items

Language: 

- Writing skills ( ‘Five senses’, ‘Show, don’t tell’)

Organization: 

- Graphic Organizer (e.g. OREO) 

- Sample reading (what to include in each paragraph)  



OREO-Graphic Organizer

Source: mzayat.com





Pre-learning Task

Note-taking.-record of learning



Lesson 

The teacher recaps the OREO structure and

phrases they have learnt in the previous lessons

Check understanding and correct misunderstanding



Teacher’s demonstration

Modelling  and showing, not telling



Authentic materials 



Group work 

Collaborative learning and mutual 
help



Teacher’s feedback

1. guide and motivate students 
2. develop their capability



Students’ work                  



Student 1 (before)
Opinion essay by Esther Mok

I think using digital gadgets like 
smartphones and tablets during 
lessons can help students learn better in 
class.

Because we can learn more extra 
knowledge beyond the textbook and

make the lessons more interesting to let 
each student involve more in

the class. This may motivate students to 
learn.

But I think we should not use these 
gadgets for a long time because it

may cause eye problems, such as short-
sightedness. We may use

gadgets twice a week to protect students 
from using gadgets too often. good use of OREO with  

more supporting details

about:blank


Weak students’ improvements
Before teaching After teaching

For 
weak
students

☹Incomplete use of 
OREO

☹Limited expressions

☹Lack supporting 
details

☹Unsatisfactory 
length of text

☺ Full use of OREO

☺ More expressions

☺ More supporting 
details

☺Extended length 
of text



Student 2 (before)

more organized writing but 

further polishing needed 

Student 2

about:blank


Alignment of learning-teaching-
assessment



Using OREO in Reading

• TOPIC: Is the use of facial recognition a breach of privacy?

understanding 
newspaper article



Paper 1
selection of 
reading texts: 
texts structured 
with OREO

Changes in Assessments



Example of a reading text 
structured with OREO

• Posted by : Calvin Kidman

• Date: 2nd August 2009

• I am Australian and I am a NET in Hong Kong. I
have noticed that Chinese people do not hug in
general. That is different from my own culture, in
which we hug when we see each other and when
we depart. [opinion] I guess that has something
to do with personal space. [reason] I do not mean
to be biased. [opinion] It’s just different from
where I grew up. [example]



Paper 2 - Writing Paper 

Part A – Opinion essay (40%)

You are Jenny Chan. Your teacher, Miss Lee 
has asked you to write an article for the 
school newspaper. 

Read the following note from Miss Lee. Then 
write your article in 120-150 words. Give your 
essay a suitable title.



Evaluation on the efficiency 
of the lesson



Evaluation tools

i. Questionnaire

ii. Students’ writings 
(A comparison of pre- and post- OREO 

lessons)

iii. Students’ writing exam results
(A comparison of 1st term and 2nd term 
writing exam)





Questionnaire

• collect both quantitative and qualitative data

• evaluate the effectiveness of the OREO lesson 

• provide ground in promoting the OREO 
structure to all forms

• fit assessment literacy

• make good use of data to seek ongoing 
improvement in curriculum design and 
implementation



Items scored the highest marks

3. OREO writing structure can 
improve my organizational skills.

4.31

4. OREO writing structure can let 
me write more confidently.

4.21

10. Overall, I find OREO writing 
structure useful.

4.36



How students perform in the 
writing exam?

student’s notes on the exam paper 



Cycle 3
Extending the collaboration 

effectiveness



From summative to formative assessment

Review S2 Final Examination 2017-2018
Identify Students’ needs



2018-2019 S3
Further develop writing skills teaching

❖both teachers and students benefit
❖sustainable
❖refine the curriculum & instructional 

strategies  





Authentic materials



a. Diverse assessment practices
 Game-based assessment 



Insights gained and changes in the 
department?

1. more awareness on alignment of 
learning-teaching-assessment 

2. encourage more diverse instructional 
strategies 

3. Assessment for Learning


